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It has been remarked that in rational interactions more information to one
player, while aU others' information remains the same, may reduce his payoff in
equilibrium. This classical observation relies on comparing equilibria of two dif-
ferent games. It is argued that this analysis is not tenably performed by comparing
equilibria of two different games. Rather, one is compelled to perform the analysis
in an interaction without complete information, and to compare equilibria of two
interactions that are embedded in some compounded game. It is then shown that
the player whose information is unilaterally refined cannot be worse off at equilib-
rium. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: 022,026.
@ ]99] Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

A much remarked fact is that in interactions of rational decision makers
more information to a single decision maker may reduce his payoff in the
"rational" outcome (the equilibrium payoff) of the interaction. This well-
known, but counterintuitive, observation is by now a classic in almost
every class on game theory or economic theory. Obviously, it is not a
surprising observation when the information of some other players
changes as well.

The classical explanation of this fact is given by describing two differ-
ent games, GI and G2, in extensive form such that:

(a) they have the same game tree and the same outcomes,
(b) all but one player (say player I) have the same information sets,
(c) the information of player I in the game GI is more detailed than the

information of player I in G2,
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(d) any equilibrium payoff of player I in the game Gj is strictly less
than any of his equilibrium payoffs in the game G2.

It is then argued that in the two interactions that are modeled by the
games Gj and G2, all but player I have the same information, while player
I has more information in G] than in G2.

However, by describing the interaction as a game G, we assume in
particular that the whole description of game G is common knowledge
(Aumann, 1976). This implies that if Gj and Gz are two different games,
none of the players has the same information in both interactions: in one
the common knowledge is of Gj , and in the other it is of Gz . Therefore it is
not possible at all to model two interactions in which at least one of the
players has the same information by two different games. Therefore, if
one wishes to study the effect on equilibria of one player having more
information while all others' information remains the same, one is com-
pelled to perform the analysis in an interaction without complete informa-
tion, i.e., an interactive situation G in which the participants lack full
information about some parameters of the game.

Indeed, Harsanyi's (1967) work on games with incomplete information
(also see Mertens and Zamir, 1985) shows how to describe such a situa-
tion G nevertheless as a proper game G*, i.e., a game which is common
knowledge among all its participants. The resulting game G* starts with a
lottery (chance move) selecting a state of nature, after which the players
playa "game" that depends on the state of nature, each one being par-
tially informed of the chance move. The different states of nature must
describe in particular the knowledge each player has about the others'
knowledge of the knowledge of the other players, etc. In this compounded
game G* all players have common knowledge about the full description of
game G* itself.

It is often remarked that the game G* with complete information that is
associated to the interaction G without complete information is equivalent
to G. However, this is not exactly the case. The interaction G is "embed-
ded" in G* (but is not equivalent to G*) by being a "realization" of game
G* conditional on some states of nature. Therefore, studying the effect on
strategic equilibria of one player having more information while all others'
information remains the same requires one to compare equilibria of two
interactions G and G' that are "embedded" in the same compounded
game G*. Note that for essentially the same reason that excludes the
possibility of comparing the equilibria of two different games G1 and Gz
we must exclude the comparison of embedding G and G' in two different
compounded games.

Once we start with such a more complete picture, then the conclusion
we obtain is quite the contrary of the classical one: more information to a
single player always has a positive value for him, provided that others'
information is kept constant.
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The next section describes the formal model used to perform our analy-
sis. We consider a game r with incomplete information in which a state of
nature w is chosen at random. Then the players "play" a game G(w).
Each player receives partial information about w that at least enables him
to play the game, i.e., includes at least the" strategies" available to him at
w. Formally we may consider G(w) as a game in strategic (normal) form or
as a game in extensive form, but we should recall that the description of
G(w) is not necessarily common knowledge among the players at w. In our
paper we chose the" strategic form. "

The last section presents a result that demonstrates the positive value
of finer information. For this interpretation of our result we may think of
G(w) as being the strategic (normal) form of some game G(w) in the exten-
sive form. Given two states of nature wand w', for which the two games in
extensive forms G(w) and G(w') have the same game tree and the same
outcomes, the strategy sets of each player are functions of his informa-
tion. When one of the players, say player I, has finer information in G(w')
than in G(w) it follows that he has more actions available at wi than at w;

i.e., he has more "strategies" in the game G(cu') than in game G(cu).
Therefore, in the formal result the effect of finer information for one of the
players is formulated as more strategies. This enables us to state a result
with broader interpretation and applications. The following is an informal
presentation of the result. Consider two states cu and cuifor which: all but
player I have the same information (and therefore also the same set of
strategies), player I has more strategies at cu then at cui, player I knows at
wand at cu' the information of the other players, and for any strategy that
is available to the players at cu (and therefore also at w') the conditional
payoff to player I at cuis the same as that at cui. Then, for any equilibria of
the compounded game G*, the conditional payoff to player I at cui is at
least as much as the conditional payoff at cu.

THE MODEL

(1) N = {I, 2, . . . , n}-the set of players.
(2) For every player i in N a set Xi-the actions available to player i.

LetX= Xi8NXi.
(3) A measurable space (D, 03); D-the set of states of the world.
(4) For every i in N, a probability distribution pi on (D, 03); pi-the

prior distribution of player i.
(5) For every i in N, a sub IT-field 03i of 03-the information available to

player i.
(6) For every i in N, a measurable correspondence Si from (D, 03i) to Xi;

Si(CU)represents the actions available to player i at state cu.
(7) For every i in N, a (payofD measurable function hi:D x X ~ R; hi(CU,

x) represents the payoff that player i gets at cu if action x is taken.

..
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Without loss of generality we can assume that Vi8N 03i = 03, where VieN 03i
stands for the CT-field generated by 03i, i = 1, . . . , n.

Terminology and Notations

(a) The 3-tuple (N; (D, 03i, Pi)i8N; (Xi, SiLN) is called the game form.
(b) The 4-tuple r = (N; (D, 03i, Pi)i8N; (Xi, Si)i8N): (hi)i8N) is called the

game.
(c) A strategy for player i in r is a measurable (w.r.t. 03i) selection p

from Si. An N-tuplef = (P)i8N of strategies in r is called a strategy. Given
a strategy f = (ji)i8N, a player j, and a strategy gi of player j, we denote by
(fl gi) the N-tuple whose jth component is gi and whose fth component,
for i8N\{j}, is p.

(d) The payoff Hi to player i, associated with the N-tuple f = (P)i8N of
strategies in r, is given by Hi(f) = Epi(hi(W,f(w))), where Ep stands for the
expectation with respect to the probability measure P.

(e) We denote by G(w) the N-person game (N; (Si(w)LN; (hi(W, '))i8N).
(f) Given a strategy f, the conditional payoff to player i, given w, is

given by Epi(hi(fJ,f(fJ))I03i)(w), where Epi(gl03i) is the conditional expecta-
tion of g with respect to the probability measure pi and the CT-field03i.
Note that if the atom of 03i that contains w, Bi( w), is a singleton (with
Pl(03i(W)) > 0) then Epi(hi(fJ,f(fJ))I03i)(w) = hi(w, few)),

(g) Given a strategy f = (jiLN we denote by f-i (jsN) the N\{j}-tuple
(jI)i8N\{j} .

We assume that D is countable and for w s D we denote by Bi(w) the atom
of 03i that includes w.

Remarks. Let w, w' be two states of the world. The following theorem
compares the conditional payoff to one of the players, say player 1, at w
and at w', given a strategy fin the game r for whichP is a best reply tof-I
(in particular whenfis an equilibrium strategy in n. Some conditions are
needed for such a comparison. The first one asserts that player 1 has more
actions available at w' then at w, i.e., SI(w') :J Sl(w). In other words, it
means that player 1 has more strategies in G(w') than in G(w). The other
conditions assert that when an N-tuple of actions x in X that is feasible in
both w and w', i.e., x s X isN (Si(W) n Sl{W')), the conditional payoff to
player 1 at w is the same as that at w'. The last condition asserts that all
players i in N\{l} have the same information at w and at w'; i.e., for every
1 in N\{l}, Bi(w) = Bi(w') and player 1 "knows" this information at w and
at w', i.e., Bi(w) = Bi(w') :J BI(w) U BI(w'). The last condition of the
theorem holds whenever for every i in N\{l}, Bi(w) = Bi(w'), BI(w) = {OJ},
and BI(w') = {OJ'}.
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THEOREM. Let r = (N; (fl, qj3i,P'\8N; (Xi, Si)idY; (hi)i8N) be a game
and assume that w, w' are such that PI(BI(w» PI(Bl(W'» > 0, and

(i) SI(w) C SI(w'),
(ii) for every x in XisN Si(W), Epl(hl(w, X)Iqj31)(w) = Epl(hl(W,

X)Iqj3I)(w'), .

(iii) for every iEN\{I}, Bi(W) = Bi(W') =:) Bl(w) U Bl(w').

Then,for any N-tuplef = (ji)i8N of strategies such thatp is a best reply to
I-I,

Epl (hl(f)Iqj3I) (w) < EpI(h](f)Iqj3]) (w').

Proof. Assume that p is a best reply to f-I; then

E(hl(W, f(w») :> E(hJ(w, (fl gl)(w») (*)

for any strategy gl of player 1 and where the expectation is W.r.t. Pl.
Assume that

E(hl(W, Fw))Iqj31)(w) > E(hl(W, f(w»Iqj3])(w'). (**)

Let gl be the strategy of player 1 that is given by

{

P(fJ)
gl(8) =

P(w)

if 8 E BI(w')

if 8 [3Bl(w'),

Then,

{

E(hl(8, f(8»Iqj3I)('YJ)
E(hl(fJ, (f gl)(fJ» qj31)( ) =

I I 'YJ
E(hl(8, (f-I(8), P(w»)1qj31)('YJ)

if 'YJE BI(w')

if 'YJ[3Bl(w').

Therefore,

E(hl (8, (flgl)(fJ»)-E(hl(8, f(8»)

= E(E(hl(fJ, (flgl)(8)1qj31)-E(hl(8, f(8»Iqj3I».

Note that for fJ E BI(w'), gl(8) = P (fJ) and then

E(hl(fJ, (flg1)(8»Iqj3I)(fJ) = E(hl(8, f(fJ»Iqj3I)(fJ).
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Therefore, using also (ii) and (**),

E(h'(8, (flgl)(8))) - E(h'(8,f(e)))

= Pl(Bl((;)')) (E(hl(8, f((;)))1031)((;)')- E(hl(8, j(8))1031)((;)'))

= (E(hl(8, f(8))1031)((;)) - E(hl(8, f(e))1031)((;)'))Pl(Bl((;)')) > 0,

which contradicts (*). .
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